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Foreword
Dear Reader,
In spite of the uncertain
economic environment, we
continue to remain optimistic
and forge ahead with new
product
launches,
and
expansion of our reach and
depth in the market through
active participation in a wide
ambit of trade fairs.
In this issue, we talk little more
about GX NEO, our brand new
series of 4-wheel electric
forklifts, which we had spoken
about in the last issue. Also,
we will talk how our rough
terrain equipment came out on
top in the stringent Army tests
conducted on it in extreme
weather conditions! Further,
we will discuss the expansion
of our access equipment
product offering and the
introduction
of Articulated
Boom Lifts or Articulated
AWP’s.

Launching GX NEO : Brand new range of
electric forklifts from Godrej
In the previous Liftech issue,
we had announced the launch
of a brand new avatar of the
Godrej GX series electric 4wheel counterbalance forklift
with capacities from 1.5 to up
to 3 tonne. This series,
synthesised after blending the
capabilities gained through
years of being in the
business, and the new-age
customer insights, has been
thus christened GX NEO.
While giving a ‘Naamkaran’ to
this new series of Electric
forklifts, we kept in mind the
semantics behind the word
NEO which has its origin in

Greek- Neo being the comb-ining form of néos; akin to .
Thus the new name for your 3
tonne electric forklift will be
GX300E NEO. NEO stands for
being new and different, and
yet retain the learning curve of
the current series. GX NEO
series transcends and revives
our range of Electric trucks
with many new changes
incorporated in it.
Call your nearest Godrej
branch to find out all about
what the new GX NEO electric
forklifts can do for you!

You will also read more about
the new features introduced by
Tennant in their range of Micro
Rider Floor Scrubbers, T7, and
its
special
focus
on
sustainability.
A little about our participation
in regional trade fairs through
dealers rounds off this edition.
Happy Reading!
Cheers
Godrej MH Team

Disclaimer
This content is the intellectual property of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.Co.Ltd, Godrej Material Handling and is copyright protected and legally privileged. Unauthorized copying, reproduction or distribution of
this information would amount to an infringement of law and would invite applicable penalties.
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Operation Lakshya : High Altitude Indian Army trials of our Telehandler
Our rough terrain telehandler
has come out a spectacular
winner in the Army trials
which were held at Sikkim in
the month of December
2011.Telehandler,
manufactured by Merlo, Italy
and marketed by Godrej in
India, is a multi utility
versatile vehicle which offers
great
reliability,
speed,
compactness, and safety. It is
the one equipment that
reaches any project site first
and is the last one to be
moved out.

Army finds applications for
this equipment while handling
goods at war front and depot,
and to manage their logistics
faster and efficiently by
cutting on the labor and time.
The trials were conducted at
Chattan (highest transit camp
of Indian Army) at an altitude
of 14000 ft. The trials
included testing of load
capacities,
engine,
and
gradeability of the machine in
the
extreme
weather
conditions with temperatures
going as low as -25 °C

This telescopic handler is
able to lift and extend beyond
barriers and obstructions,
and has the capabilities to
reach many inaccessible
areas. This enables the
materials to be placed at the
exact location where they are
to be used – thus helping in
saving on manpower costs,
and
reducing
material
damages and wastage, while
all the time handling multiple
processes.

At the end of the trials, on
return, one of the Army truck
almost went down the cliff. It
was Merlo Telehandler which
came to its rescue and pulled
the truck out of cliff- another
testimony to capabilities of
the machine. Overall the
trials went well and Merlo
Telehandler came out as a
spectacular winner against all
the challenges thrown in front
of it.

Indian Army wanted to test
these machines and thus
carried out a trial at North
Sikkim
for
their
bulk
requirement.
This
high
intensity Trial was scheduled
from 20th December 2011
onwards
and
had
the
objective
to
test
the
machine’s brute power in
rough terrain and extreme
weather conditions of around
-25 °C.

Our team gave their best
overcoming multiple hurdles
and
extreme
weather
conditions, and we take this
opportunity to thank every
member of our team who
were
involved
in
this
endeavor. We are confident
that we will continue to meet
such challenges successfully,
as and when they are thrown
at us in the future.

-

Micro Rider Floor Scrubber -T7
Introducing Tennant`s T7 –
micro rider floor scrubber
with superior performance
featuring award winning ecH2O™ technology. T7 with
ec-H2O™ creates safer
and cleaner environment by
eliminating the use of
scrubber detergent and
using up to 70% less water.
It cleans in noise sensitive
environments at just 67dBA
noise level and will not
disturb
customers,
employees,
students,
patients or visitors in noise
sensitive areas allowing
unobtrusive
cleaning
anywhere anytime.

T7 helps to improve the
environmental health of a
facility using its Hygienic™
solutions and recovery tanks
by ensuring easy access to
tanks for quick sanitation and
thus reducing the growth of
moulds and bacteria in the
enclosed tanks. Also, it is
equipped with a no hassle
squeegee
system
that
requires no special tool to
change the squeegee blade
to complement its simplified
control console which has
been designed for operator
comfort.
Ec-H2O™ technology in T7
converts plain tap water into

a powerful cleaning agent
without any added chemicals
using an electrical process.
Thereby it increases safety
levels by eliminating the
chance of having chemical
accidents. In the process it
also helps reduce costs by
eliminating the purchase of
daily cleaners, and reducing
water
consumption
and
disposal by 70%. It is also
effective on food -based oils
and greases.
T7 is designed to be used at
various
industrial
and
commercial
environments
like
building
service
contractors, bottling plants,

warehouses,
hospitality,
manufacturing,
airports,
retail, healthcare, convention
centers etc.
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Articulated Boom Lifts
Articulated Boom Lifts are
products that fall under the
category of Access Equipment
or Aerial Work Platforms, as
we popularly know them.
These are industrial products
that provide comprehensive
solutions for various types of
personnel access needs.
These are primarily suitable
where access with a forward
reach is required.
Godrej Material Handling has
partnered with a global leader
for this range -IMER Group
from Italy.
Articulated Boom Lifts are
suitable for a myriad of
applications, both indoor and
outdoor.
Some
of
the
industries/segments
where
such
equipment
become
indispensable once used areAirports, Universities, Hotels &
Hospitality industry, Shopping
complexes,
Shipyards,
Manufacturing
Plants
and
Factories,
Hospitals,
Townships, residential, and
commercial
Complexes,
among others.
IMER-Articulated Boom Lifts
are electrically powered. They
can provide access till working
heights of 12.2 m and 17.6 m,
an outreach of 4.8 m and 7.6 m
respectively, with a load
capacity of 220 kg.

The unique feature is that the
equipment is drivable at full
height and outreach without
any restriction or deration. The
equipment has a tight turning
radius, which enables it to have
very good maneuverability in
cramped locations. It is fitted
with cushioned tyres, enabling
it to be used in outdoor areas
also. Also, a complete rotation
of the base of equipment is
provided enabling the operator
to cover larger area by placing
the equipment at a fixed
position. Further, even the
platform/basket can rotate for
ease of operation and better
access.
The initial few machines sold in
India are mainly used for
maintenance applications and
to access difficult to reach
locations within the customer
premises/site. These being
man up equipment, the
manufacturers place a major
emphasis
on
CE
safety
standards and incorporate best
in class safety features such as
overload
sensors,
safety
alarms, emergency controls,
superior designs for operator
safety and comfort. In today’s
rapidly evolving market place,
with development in the
construction,
hospitality,
industrialization
and
warehousing space, articulated
boom lifts have huge potential.
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Participation in Regional Exhibitions
Exhibitions, of late have
become a very important
communication
tool
for
Godrej MH and we took part
in many regional events in
the previous year. Regional
exhibitions help in:
Connecting
with
the
customers at regional level
●
Reinforcing our brand
promise
●
Displaying our range of
products and services
●

With increasing dealerization,
we want to encourage
dealers to participate in our
shared priorities and host the
regional exhibitions. The
release of SOP for a dealer
to host regional exhibitions in
coordination
with
the
respective
branch,
has
facilitated more exposure
through
exhibitions
at
regional level.
Godrej MH has participated
at four exhibitions this
calender year through our
dealers at Indore, Bhiwadi,
Nagpur, and Pune.

All were regional Industrial fairs
targeted at SME's in the region.
These exhibitions focus on
displaying dealer stock and sell
equipment such as pallet trucks,
manual stackers, and semielectric stackers. These smaller
equipments are typically very
easy on investment budgets but
makes a big contribution to
boosting
productivity
and
lowering the cost of your
handling operations.
They are specifically designed to
handle small items and loads.
But
for
these
types
of
equipment, users would have to
use their larger, more expensive
forklifts, significantly increasing
the cost of handling each small
load.
We
also
display
Tennant
industrial
scrubbers.
These
cleaning
machines
are
indispensable to the automotive,
warehousing
and
logistics
industry and this equipment is
specially designed for cleaning
smaller areas while providing
economic benefits.

We hope that this issue was of value to you. If you have any queries or questions about our products, feel free to get in touch with us. You can send
us your query on the email address below to ask for information or visit our website.

In case of any queries, feel free
to contact:
Vikrant Shitole
Manager – Marketing
Godrej Material Handling,
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Plant 16, Pirojshanagar,
Vikhroli, Mumbai – 400 079
Ph: +91 22 6796 4660
Fax: +91 22 6796 1519
Email: mhemktg@godrej.com

www.godrejmhe.in
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